OLLl SPRING 2016
LUNCH & LEARN SCHEDULE

12:30-1:30PM - ROOM 116/118

Reminder: bring your lunch!

Registration NOT required for Lunch & Learns

TUESDAY, APRIL 5:
Nanotechnology and Its Applications
Dr. Hassan Rashidi, Founder of WiseMedTech, Seminar & Keynote Lecturer, Engineering Advisor
In this seminar, nanotechnology and its applications with the most impact on various aspects of human life such as health are discussed.

TUE-WED-THU, APRIL 12-13-14:
Second Endowment Celebrations
Join us for a complimentary lunch, as we commemorate the reception of OLLI at Emory’s second $1 million endowment and discuss plans going forward.
Complimentary lunch must be reserved - sign up by Thu, April 7 in the OLLI office or by email: ollicemory@gmail.com

TUESDAY, APRIL 19:
The New Technology of Hearing Aids (iPhone/iPad capability)
Tyler Blatchford, Optimal Hearing Systems

THURSDAY, APRIL 21:
My Trip to Cuba With National Geographic
Kathleen Carr, BA, Masters International Affairs, JD
Take a journey through Havana in an exploration and discussion of what Cuba looks like today from a National Geographic Photographic Expedition perspective.

TUESDAY, APRIL 26:
The Art of Bonsai
Joel Williams, Atlanta Bonsai Society
Presentation will discuss history of Bonsai, different styles, trees of choice, techniques and resources.

THURSDAY, APRIL 28:
Nature and Wildlife Photography
Emory McGinty, Photographer
Emory is best known for his award-winning bird photography and is known as the “Bird Man” at art shows throughout Georgia.

TUESDAY, MAY 3:
Medicare ABCs (2016 and Beyond)
Jae W. Oh, Managing Principal, GH2 Benefits, LLC
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THURSDAY, MAY 5:
Homeowner Tree Care
Gary Peiffer, DeKalb Extension Services

TUESDAY, MAY 10:
An Introduction To Cognitive and Brain Aging
Dr. Scott Moffat, Associate Professor of Psychology at Georgia Institute of Technology
and Director of the Cognitive Neuroscience of Aging Lab
This presentation will discuss brain and memory changes as people age and distinguish healthy brain aging from Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias. Factors that might serve to protect against age-related brain changes will also be discussed.

THURSDAY, MAY 12:
Driving Dr. King: An Insider’s Journey Through the Civil Rights Movement
Tom Houck, Civil Rights Activist, Talk Show Host, and Director of Civil Rights Tours Atlanta
Tom was there, he lived the Civil Rights movement with the King family and other heroes of Atlanta. Join him as he shares his personal, heartwarming experiences of those turbulent times.

TUESDAY, MAY 17:
Atlanta Classical Musicians
Current and former chamber players and singers from the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra Chorus will perform.

THURSDAY, MAY 19:
The Science of Music
Bernard Lieberman, BA; MA Music; Double Bass Musician
The science behind our music system, beginning with Pythagoras -- sound, scales, and harmony -- as well as the instruments that are used.

TUESDAY, MAY 24:
The Sphinx and the Great Pyramids
Kristine Huffman, PhD Biblical Archaeology, National Geographic, Your Shot contributor
Learn about the latest developments and discoveries of secret chambers, rooms, and treasures, as new discoveries appear almost every month. While King Tut’s tomb is miles away in the Valley of the Kings, we will explore the possibility of Nefertiti’s burial chamber within his tomb.

THURSDAY, MAY 26:
Mentor Opportunities at The Global Village Project
Michelle Kuperman, Volunteer Mentor Coordinator, Global Village Project
The Global Village Project is a program designed specifically to equip recently arrived refugee girls with the academic and social knowledge needed for success in a high school or equivalency program.